Court Reporting
Transcription Overview

outcomes
Epiq is a leading global provider of integrated technology, consultative,
and administrative services for the legal profession.
Epiq offers a highly skilled and experienced team to provide professional, timely, and secure audio
transcription services.

Transcription services
Same day transcription

Business transcription

Our highly trained stenographers transcribe the meeting

Epiq provides transcription services for board meetings,

live, with an accurate and complete transcript provided

forums, focus groups and strategic meetings, as well as

within a few hours of the meeting.

minute-takers for fast, professional meeting notes.

Daily transcription

Financial transcription

An ideal solution for all-day meetings or recorded

Epiq transcribes numerous financial events, including

hearings. Epiq technicians upload audio of ongoing

AGMs, EGMs, investor relations events, company results

proceedings for our transcribers to complete a full

announcements, analyst presentations, shareholder

transcript by end of day.

communications, and investor roadshows.

Delayed transcription

Conferences, events and calls

When urgency is not key, delayed transcription is the

Transcription for live events is used to ensure non-

most cost-effective way for you to receive your transcript.

attendees can review the proceedings at a later date,

Delayed transcripts will be provided within 6 working days.

capture information given by external guest speakers and

Legal transcription

also record important live Q&A sessions.

As experts in legal transcription, Epiq has extensive

High-level confidentiality

experience in transcribing witness interviews, pre-trial

Epiq holds contracts with the NZ Police and the IRD, and

meetings and full court hearings.

have a secure room to complete transcription where
extreme confidentiality is vital.
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Epiq is a leading global provider of integrated
technology, consultative and administrative
services for the legal profession. Our solutions
streamline the administration of litigation,
investigations, financial transactions, regulatory
compliance and other critical business operations.
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Epiq subject-matter experts and technologies
bring clarity to complexity, create efficiency
through expertise, and deliver confidence to highperforming clients around the world.
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